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1 Abstract 

The paper reviews the current research activities at 
ZF Lufifahrttechnik (ZFL) in two very promising 
application areas of IBC: noise and vibration re
duction. The former aim was subject of a recent 
flight test campaign whereas the latter one has 
primarily been treated by theoretical investigations. 

The first chapter gives an overview of the IBC 
hardware set-up on board the helicopter, the test 
matrix, and the flight test procedure. Helicopter 
vibration and ground noise measurement results 
are presented and compared to corresponding wind 
tunnel data. 

The second part reports some results of theoretical 
investigations on vibration reduction. Firstly, the 
influence of rotor blade properties (as number of 
blades, hinge offset and LOCK number, e.g.) on 
the predicted IBC effectiveness has been investi
gated using the rotor analysis code CA!vm.AD/JA. 
Additionally, tire variation of IBC effectiveness 
versus flight speed has been examined. 

The well-known quasi-steady vibration response 
matrix meUrod is used to evaluate the feasibility of 
a straightforward gain scheduled open-loop control 
architecture. Finally, two dillerent closed-loop 
control structures are investigated with regard to 
their transient behavior and convergence. 
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2 Notation 

HHC control amplitude of 
nfrev harmonic component 
relative (flpp and lag) hinge offset 

Higher harmonic control eiTective
ness with respect to vibrations 
vertical distance rotor hub to e.g. 

Oapwise moment of inertia about 
hinge 

rotor hub roll, pitch moment 
number of blades 
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order or harmonic component 
rotor radius 
rotor thrust 

steady-state vibration response 
transfer matrix, see eq. (2) 

vector of vibration hannonics 
rotor angle of attack (with respect 
to plane perpendicular to shaft) 

blade LOCK number 

blade pitch control angle 

advance ratio 

HHC control phase angle of n/rev 
harmonic component, sec eq. (l) 

blade solidity 

rotor rotational frequency 

3 Introduction 

Research activities over a period of almost 50 years 
have established the notion that t11e extension of 
the conventional 1/rcv blade pitch control towards 
higher harmonic control should yield substanfia I 
benefits in multiple aspects of Ute rotor perform
ance, refs. [1,2,3,4,5]. A!Uwugh most of Ute studies 
have demonstrated considerable improvements 
with respect to rotor induced vibrations, BVI noise 
radiation, blade and pitch link loads, blade motion 
stability, power required, and high speed rotor 
limitations, neither Higher Harmonic ~antral 

(HHC) nor Individual )?lade £antral (IBC) have 
been implemented in a production rotorcraft and 
become operational so far. 

Therefore, ZFL has pursued the development of 
hardware components which enable the introduc
tion of genuine me to conventional swashplate 
controlled rotors. Having participated in several 
national and international research programs, ZFL 



has become the primary designer and manufacturer 
of complete me systems, ref. [G]. 

Beside this role as IBC hardware designer and 
manufacturer, ZFL has guthered a broad spectrum 
of U1eoretical know-how that helps to explore the 
potential of me. Based on a solid data basis accu
mulated during various test campaigns, numerical 
simulation is used to predict the possible benefits of 
me and to investigate possible control system lay
outs, ref. [7]. 

4 Noise Reduction Flight Tests with 
B0-105 Helicopter 

As mentioned above, ZFL has accumulated many 
hours in flight and wind tunnel testing of complete 
me systems. Building upon the experience gained 
during a 1990/1991 flight test campaign, ref. [8], 
ZFL is currently participating in the Rotor Active 
Control Technology (RACT) research program in
cluding two flight test campaigns. ZFL' s partners 
in this program are Eurocopter Deutschland, DLR 
Braunschweig, University of Braunschweig, and 
Daimler Benz Forschung. 

Due to the genuine IBe capability of the imple
mented ZFL hardware, control inputs are not re
stricted to discrete higher harmonic frequencies 
applied to all blades similarly. The full potential of 
me will be exploited by introducing a new time 
domain control architecture for the upcoming con
tinuation of the flight tests. 

The me system and a multitude of highly sophisti
cated data acquisition, transmission, and recording 
systems had been installed on a Eurocopter B0-105 
helicopter, see Fig. I. Basic flight test instrumenta
tion was provided by Eurocopter whereas the high 
bandwidth rotor data acquisition system was de· 
signed and implemented by the DLR. The ground 
based nqise measurement hardware (compliant 
witll the leAO regulations) supplemented the on 
board data acquisition, ref. [9]. 

The experimental me system is an enhanced ver
sion of U\C ZFL-built hardware which was already 
used during an earlier flight test campaign. The 
upgraded IBC actuators now allow for maximum 
amplitudes of ±l.ldeg at a bandwidth of approxi
mately 60Hz (corresponding to 8/rev). They are 
installed in tile rotating lrame between tile swash
plate and the pitch horn and replace the conven
tional rigid pitch rods. Actuator position, velocity, 
and axial force are continuously monitored for 
control and safety purposes. A fast mechanical 
locking mechanism provides fail-safe behavior in 
case of an unforeseen malfunction. 

4.1 1'1·ior Wind Tunnel Test Results 

During a collaborative l9YJ/94 wind tunnel test 
campaign at NASA Ames, a slightly different ZFL
built IBe System was integrated in the control 
system of a full-scale B0-1 05 hingeless rotor. 
During two wind tunnel entries in the 40x80ft2 test 
section, this set-up was used to investigate the ef
fect of HHe (using 2/rev through G/rev inputs) on 
rotor vibrations, noise, performance and blade 
structural loads. 

For noise measurements, the rotor operating con
dition was adjusted to represent high BVI condi
tions as usually encountered during landing ap
proaches. A sum of seven microphones at difTcrcnt 
lateral and axial locations on the advancing and 
retreating side of the rotor was used to measure the 
radiated noise. For a detailed description of the 
wind tunnel test hardware set-up see ref. [10]. 

The effect of HHe on rotor noise for a descent 
flight condition at f' = 0.15 and a rotor angle of 
attack of 2.9deg corresponding to a flight path of 
y = -Gdeg was extensively investigated. DiiTerent 
higher harmonic control inputs (single and mixed 
mode) according to 
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as the pitch angle of the i-th blade have been in
vestigated. It was found that a 2/rev HHe input had 
considerable eiiect on rotor noise. Fig. 2 shows the 
measured band-limiled sound pressure levels as a 
function of the 2/rev control phase angle <p2. The 
optimum phase was found at approx. 90deg with a 
reduction of more than 6dB on boUl rotor sides. 
The measured 4/rev vibratory hub loads for tllis test 
case are presented in Fig. J. The rotor hub loads 
are converted into equivalent accelerations. At the 
optimum control phase angle for minimum noise 
the vibratory loads remain almost unchanged com
pared to the reference case without HHC. 

Similar results are obtained for a 3/rev single har
mmlic control iJiput. The optimum phase angle for 
minimum noise can be identified at <p3 "' 150deg, 
see Fig. 4. The achieved noise reduction at this 

·phase angle is about 5dB with little eiTect on vibra
tory loads, see Fig. 5. The noise reduction on the 
retreating side for arbitrary phase angles suppos
edly result from the restricted number of micro· 
phone locations leading to insufficient observation 
of the entire sound pattern. Extensive analysis of 
tile acquired noise data is given in ref. [11]. 

4.2 Test Matrix and Flight Procedure 

One driving force to pick up the me flight tests 
was to validate the promising full·scale wind tun-
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nel test results in the field of BVl noise radiation. 
The question to be answered was, whether those 
impressive results could be c01tfirmcd under realis
tic free flight conditions. Major diiTcrcnccs com
pared to the wind tunnel set-up were the presence 
of other noticeable noise sources (as tail rotor and 
engines) and the different arrangement of the 
(ground) microphones. 

During the careful re-evaluation of the wind tunnel 
noise data, the most promising control settings had 
been identified and were then used to set up the 
flight test matrix, see Fig. 6. Each test point was 
validated by at least one additional flight with the 
same HHC setting. On-line monitoring of the ac
quired noise data was done to jmprovc measure
ment accuracy. 

4.3 Flight Test Results 

During the whole flight test campaign a large 
amount of data was acquired. Detailed data evalua
tion revealed considerable variation of flight con
dition parameters for several test points. Some 
measurements have been taken at unsteady night 
conditions and have been neglected for further 
analysis to assure data reliability. A comparison of 
measured and demanded flight condition purame
ters is given in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, a large amount 
of suitable test data was collected providing a suf
ficient data base for current and future analysis. 

Fig. 8 shows the maximum A-weighted sound 
pressure level Lrum1x versus the single harmonic 
2/rev blade pitch control phase angle <p2• A maxi
mum noise reduction of more than 5dB was 
achieved at 'P2 "' 60deg near the expected optimum 
phase angle according to wind tunnel results. How
ever, both advancing and retreating side noise lev
els show dilferent behavior when comparing both 
wind tunnel and flight test, see Fig. 2. This is likely 
to be caused by different flight and trim conditions, 
the di.ITer~nt microphone geometry as well as from 
the different noise radiation and reverberation for 
tl1e wind tunnel configuration, ref. [ 11]. 

As can be seen in Fig. 9 a HHC input with the 
same phase angle almost entirely cancels 4/rev vi
brations at the main gearbox as well as at the co
pilot seat. Tllis result contrasts with former HHC 
results where noise and vibration reduction were 
never acllieved simultaneously when using 3/rev, 
4/rev and 5/rev swashphite higher harmonic con
trol, ref. [12]. 

The eiTect of 3/rev on noise and vibrations are illus
trated in Fig. 10 and fu,_U, respectively. In gen
neral, the maximum noise reduction is smaller than 
tlmt for 2/rev inputs. At phase angles of 
<p3 "' l80deg all nticrophones show reduced sound 
pressure levels. The deviation of tl1e BVI noise re-
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sponsc to HHC inputs between the advancing and 
retreating side is even more pronounced than for 
2/rcv control inputs. This suggests that the noise 
directivity is aiTected in the first place rather than 
the over-all noise cffcclivcly reduced. The physical 
effects, however, that cause the described discrep
ancies are still not fully understood and thus sub
ject to further investigations. 

Regarding helicopter vibrations, it was found that 
the applied HHC amplitude of 0.5deg was too 
large. To show the possible vibration reduction 
through 3/rev HHC, the calculated vibrations for 
the optimum control amplitude A3.'P' ~ 0.37dcg for 
minimum gearbox and co-pilot scat accelerations 
arc added to Fig. 12. Vibration reductions of ap
prox. 70% for all components have been calculated. 
The fact that the gearbox and co-pilot seat vibra
tion response correlates in terms of optimum con
trol phase and amplitude, implies that the meas
ured helicopter vibrations arc fairly insensitive to 
sensor locations in the case of the B0-1 05. 

5 Thco•·cticalluvcstigatiou of Vibration 
Reduction Potential 

Besides rotor noise, the reduction of helicopter 
vibrations through HHC/lBC has successfully been 
demonstrated in several experimental programs. 
ranging from MACH-scaled or full-scale wind 
tunnel tests to several flight test campaigns, refs. 
[4,13,14,15]. The spectrum of helicopter types 
covered by these experiments, however, is still far 
too narrow to yield reliable predictions for arbitrary 
rotorcraft. Consequently, theoretical investigations 
have been started at ZFL to improve prediction 
methods of the required actuation speed for 
diiTcrent helicopters. The maximum actuation 
speed (and less predominantly control amplitudes) 
arc driving the hardware requirements of an JBC 
system and thus decide upon system weight ~~nd 

cost. 

5.1 Parameter Study on HHC 
Effectiveness 

lt is obvious that the transfer of IBC results from 
one type of rotor to another is subject to certain re
strictions. The effects of higher harmonic blade 
pitch control strongly depend not only on the actual 
operating condition but also on the dynamic and 
aerodynamic properties of the rotor. 

Definition of IBC effectiveness All investigations 
presented herein base on the quasi-steady frequency 
domain model for helicopter vibrations. This model 
relates the cosine and sine hannonics of higher 
harmOJJ.ic pitch control angle .!} to the produced 



helicopter vibrations 6~, usually measured in the 
non-rotating frame, and can be written as 

~ = '[Jiuuc +~0 , ~o: ref. vibrations (2) 

Such a HHC model is appropriate for linear time
periodic (LTP) systems, ref. [16]. If only single 
harmonic control is applied, the T -matrix describes 
an ellipse in the sine/cosine plane of each vibratory 
component as shown in Fig. 12. The shape and size 
of each ellipse depend on the T-matrix compo
nents. The effectiveness of higher harmonic control 
may be defined as the ratio of produced vibration 
6~ to HHC input, i.e. [6~1/l!!md The mean vibra
tory response can be approximated by the radius E 
of a Circle having the sam'< area as the actual el
lipse. This definition is applied to all HHC input 
and vibration harmonics. The over-all HHC effec
tiveness can then be \Vritten as 

I q P 
E=- LLE;; 

qp j=li=l 

(3) 

for q vibratory loads and p HHC input frequencies. 
In the following chapters, the influence on Nlrev 
harmonics of longitudinal, lateral and vertical hub 
forces as well as rotor pitch and roll moments are 
concerned. To avoid dimensional inconsistencies 
the moments are divided by the vertical distance h 
from the rotor hub to the aircraft's over-all center 
of gravity. 

Influence of LOCK number and hinge offset The 
potential of vibration reduction through HHC re
sults from the ability to change aerodynamic and 
inertial loads acting on each rotor blade. Two im
portant rotor parameters in this connection are U1e 
LOCK number y describing the ratio of aerody
namic to inertial forces and the relative hinge offset 
aiR. The latter strongly affects the blade eigenfre
quencies and hence the dynamic properties of the 
rotor. 

Using tile rotor analysis code CAMRADIJA a sys
tematic v_ariation of both parameters was carried 
out. For each aiR-y configuration the response of 
U1e Nlrev vibratory hub loads to HHC was calcu
lated for dillerent HHC phase angles yielding the 
transfer matrix I and thus the effectiveness E. The 
LOCK number was varied by changing the con
stant mass distribution. Note that y slightly changes 
for varying hinge offset aiR due to U1e decreasing 
moment of inertia I p about the hinge. Relevant 
CAMRADIJA model parameters are summarized 
in Tab. l. 

For ULis 4-bladed rotor with perfectly equal blades 
U1e 41rev hub loads in the non-rotating frame only 
result from 31rev, 4lrev and 51rev vibratory loads in 
the rotating frame. Significant but not exclusive 
contributions to U1ese blade load harmonics are 
made by HHC with the corresponding frequencies. 
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Therefore, the present study concentrates on the 
cfTcctivcness of these HHC frequencies. 

Fig. l3 through Fig. 15 show the results of this pa
rameter study for 31rcv, 41rev, and 5/rev HHC in
puts. Additionally, parameter combinations that 
correspond to existing helicopters arc marked in 
the figures to illustrate existing design configura
tions. 

The contours of constant HHC efiectiveness are 
quite different for the three input harrnorLics. The 
41rev effect is almost insensitive to the LOCK 
number y. Significant high effects can be realized 
at large hinge offsets whereas much lower effec
tiveness is present at aiR= 0.04. This effectiveness 
,notch" mostly results from .:1 reduced e1Jcct on the 
rotor thrust which contributes to a large amount to 
the over-all effectiveness as defined in eq. (3). 

Highest 3lrev effects arc obtained at large hinge 
offsets and LOCK numbers, i.e. light weight 
blades. A remarkable result is Uwt E stays almost 
tile same for such different rotor types as the 
B0-105 and the CH-53. Since the simulations arc 
based on four bladed rotors, this result, however, 
should not directly be transferred to the actual 
CH-53G helicopter with six rotor blades. The in
fluence of the blade number N will be presented 
later. Finally, the Slrev HHC effectiveness is 
somewhat smaller for all aiR···y configurations. A 
rather large arcn of reduced effectiveness can be 
found near y = 9 and a/11 = 0.08. 

Influence of forward speed An implemented vi
bration controller must cover the whole flight enve
lope. Since U1e rotor encounters strong changes of 
its aerodynamic operating condition, tl1e potential 
of HHC to produce anti-vibratory loads is expected 
to change with forward speed, too. To estimate the 
required control authorities the extent to which the 
HHC effectiveness varies for different flight condi
tions has to be known. Further investigations of 
flight speed sensitivity of tmc required identif~ca
tion accuracy for open-loop control will be dis
cussed later. 

Fig. 16 summarizes the CAJvffi.AD/JA results based 

·Rotor 
number of blades 
hub configuration 
radius 
DOF's 

Acrotlynamics* 

wind tunnel configuration 
N=4 
articulated 
R = 4.9m 
2 flapwise, 1 lead-lag and 
1 torsional mode 

inflow model free-wake 
advance ratio Jl = 0.1 
blade loading Crl a = 0.07 
*) aerodynamic properties similar to B0-1 05 rotor. 

Table 1: CAMRAD/JA model parameters for aiR-y 
parameter study. 



on a detailed B0-105 model (see Tab. 2) for the 
effectiveness of 3/rev, 4/rcv and 5/rcv as a function 
of the advance ratio ~L. Although there is no dra~ 
malic change at specific Oight speeds, it must be 
noted tiwt E does not generally increase with 
speed. Similarly, wind tunnel results indicate tlwt 
the HHC eiiectivcness remains almost constant. 
For high speed conditions usually high levels of 
vibrations are encountered, thus the required HHC 
authorities to cancel tJw higher vibrations arc ex
pected to increase with forward speed, too. 

Influence of Blade Number Considering tile ap
plication of IBC on a broad spectrum of helicopters 
the question arises if the blade number has influ
ence on the effectiveness. A TAMRAD/JA parame
ter study has been carried out using the same de
tailed model of the B0-!05 as the baseline data set, 
see Tab. 2. 

The blade nuniber has been varied, with blade 
chord set to corresponding values to maintain con
stant blade loading Cr/ a for constant aircraft mass. 
All other blade properties and thus dynamics were 
held constant which is more or less correct for ex
isting rotor configurations with di.ITerent number of 
blades, e.g. Sikorsky's CH-53 and its derivatives. 

Rati1er titan focusing on the over-all HHC effec
tiveness, the rotor hub forces and moments are ex
amined separately. Whereas the rotor thrust is basi
cally the sum of all vertical blade shear forces the 
rotor roll and pitch moments are determined by ex
pressions like 

N 

L = L:M n,p.i sin lt'i ( 4) 
r=l 

N 
M = l:Mn,p.t cos rp1 (5) 

i=l 
Due to the cosine and sine modulation of the root 
flapwise bending moments A-f11 ~P• contribution to the 
N/rev harmonics of L and M are only made by 
harmonics of frequency (N-1)/rev and (N+I)/rev. 
This contrasts with U1e direct transmission of N/rcv 
vertical shear forces toN/rev rotor U1rust. 

Fig. I 7 (a) shows the HHC i1illuence on the N/rcv 
rotor thrust as a function of blade number and HHC 
frequency. Note that not only (N-1)/rev, N/rev, and 
(N+ I)/rev HHC have been analyzed. The shaded 

Rotor 
hub configuration 
radius 
DOF's 

· Aerodynamics 
inflow model 

horizontal free flight 
hingcless 
R = 4.9m 
5 flapwise, 5 lead-lag bending 
modes (coupled), 
and 3 torsional modes 

free-wake 

Table 2: CAMRAD/JA model parameters for flight 
speed variation and blade number parameter study. 
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bars indicate the N/rcv 1-U--IC cases resembling a 
ridge along the diagonal line of corresponding 
blade number and HHC frequency. The largest ef
fect on vibratory vertical hub loads is found for the 
5-bladed rotor. A remarkable contribution from 
4/rcv has been found for ail blade numbers. It even 
exceeds the 3/rev effectiveness for the 3-b!aded ro
tor. Furthermore also 2/rcv inputs affect the N!rev 
vertical force to some extent, especially for the 5-
bladed rotor. 

HHC impact on. the N/rev pitch and roll moments 
me presented in Fig. 17 (b). The (N-1)/rev and 
(N+I)/rev harmonic inputs, which have the largest 
effect on hub moments, arc shown as shaded bars. 
Due to the transformation from the rot~lting to the 
non-rotating frame, sec eqs. (4,5), the ridge is ex
pected Ia split into two parts. However, 4/rev HHC 
considerably affects the hub moments for all blade 
number configurations. 

5.2 Potential of Vibration Reduction by 
Open-Loop Control 

Most investigations on vibration reduction through 
HHC/IBC are based on the a priori assumption that 
an efficient control system has to be of closed-loop 
structure. However, it is difficult to find published 
data that prove the assumption, Uwt the optimum 
higher harmonic control settings are sensitive to 
certain flight condition parameters and therefore 
the application of closed-loop control is inevitable. 

Considering cost and complexity it would surely be 
attractive to base a straight forward controller on a 
gain scheduled open-loop structure. The generation 
of suitable, though suboptimal control inputs would 
simply rely on stored data describing the relation 
between the flight condition and optimum higher 
harmonic control inputs. 

Building again on tilC well-known T-matrix ap
proach as the underlying mode!, see eq. (2), it was 
investigated how much control fidelity has to be 
sacrificed if opeti-Ioop control is used. 

The flight speed is expected to be an important pa
.rameter that affects the helicopter's reference vi
bration ~o as well as the transfer matrix I, primar
ily with respect to phase sh.ift of U1e vibration 
response. Hence, a specific optimum input vcclor 
.fun~c exists for a given flight speed. For an equal 
number of measured vibratory components and 
HHC inputs, the optimum control can be deter
mined by 

!!.opt =-z:-tf:o· (6) 

Since !i.op< is a function of flight speed, i.e. advance 
ratio, the correct input is only chosen by the con
troller if fl is perfectly iuwwi\, · In general, meas-



uremcnt errors ~J-l arc always present and the 
wrong inputs scheduled for ~nca:~ = l-4cal + ~J-l arc 
generated instead leading to residual vibrations 0c~· 
Fig. 18 depicts the described open-loop control 

scheme. 

The residual vibrations at a given advance ratio de
pend on U1e sensitivities of the T -matrix and the 
reference vibrations to the incorrectly measured 
speed. Based on CAMRAD/J A simulations for the 
BO-105 helicopter, U1is eiTect was evaluated over 
fonvard speed. For a given maximum measurement 
error .6.J-l the residual vibrations can be determined 
by 

Fig. I 9 shows the remaining vibrations (averaged 
from the three separate control paths 3/rev --> Llh, 
4/rev--> T, and 5/rev--> M/h) versus the advance 
ratio for a Constant measurement inaccuracy 
of 3m/s as well as for a relative flight speed error of 
5%. The residual vibrations are particularly high at 
low and high speed conditions were usually high 
levels of helicopter vibrations are encountered. 
Very similar results have been obtained using T
matrices and reference vibrations from wind tunnel 
test data. 

Since an open-loop controller has to adapt to other 
flight condition parameters as well, e.g. vertical 
speed, rotor thrust etc., the controller's perfonn
ancc in reducing vibrations is likely to be worse 
than in the presented case. However, it will depend 
on the availability of highly accurate flight condi
tion measurements, whether open-loop control can 
assure acceptable vibration reduction performance. 

5.3 Assessment of DifTerent Closed-Loop 
Controller Variants 

Closed-loop vibration control on one hand offers 
better vibration reduction performance than gain
scheduled open-loop control, but will increase 
system complexity and can introduce dynamic 
stability problems on the other hand. 

A fundamental question when considering lBC for 
vibration reduction is, how U1e knowledge of U1e 
plant to be controlled can be incorporated into a 
suitable (closed-loop) control structure. Several ap
proaches of closed-loop vibration control of either 
frequency or time domain controller schemes have 
been reported in U1e literature, refs. [3, 14,15]. An 
excellent overview of frequency domain HHC al
goriUuns is given by Johnson, ref. [17]. The basic 
idea behind these schemes is to calculate HHC in
puts by applying U1c inverse T-matrix to the meas
ured N/rev vibration harmonics. 

The control law to determine the control input at 
time step k can be written as 

:zk =:zk-1-r-l :o:k-1· (8) 

Note that in case of unequal number of vibratory 
loads and HHC inputs I is not a square matrix thus 
J:1 docs not exist. In that case a modified feedback 
matrix, in general referred to as the controller gain 
matrix H., must be used. 

If I is perfectly known and the quasi-steady model 
is valid eq. (8) leads to dead-beat control in a single 
controller step. However, modeling errors are al
ways present thus multiple steps are necessary for 
complete vibration rejection. Regarding variation 
of the T -matrix, Johnson focused on identification 
methods that secure closed-loop performance and 
stability. Despite that, it was found that even a 
fixed-gain controller with optimized feedback ma
trix ff. was robust and performed satisfactory for all 
investigated flight conditions, ref. [18]. 

Usually, one or more rotor revolutions are required 
to calculate the vibration harmonics by FFT. Thus, 
the HHC inputs are updated at discrete time steps. 
Fig. 20 (a) depicts the block diagram of such a dis
crete time frequency domain vibration controller. 
The integrating character of the control law, sec 
eq. (8), leads to perfect vibration rejection even if 
the gain matrix ff. includes modeling errors. In fact, 
ff. should be chosen only as a fraction of -['1 to 
limit the HHC input rates. 

A continuous-time harmonic decomposition was 
suggested by Hall, ref. [16]. By modulating the 
measured vibration time signals with hannonic 
functions with a frequency of N/rev, the required 
vibration harmonics can be extracted. The control
ler is then updated continuously wiU10ut waiting 
for the next FFT results. The corresponding con
troller block diagram is presented in Fig. 20 (b). 

To assess the two variants' performance, a linear 
state-space model for the vibratory loads in the-ro
tating frame as functions of blade pitch input was 
extracted from CAMRAD/JA and implemented for 
each rotor blade. The actuators' dynamics have 
also been included through a benchtest validated 

·transfer function model. Three vibratory loads and 
(N-1)/rev, N/rev, and (N+ I)/rev control have been 
considered yielding a 6x6 square gain matrix. 

Simulation results for both the discrete-time and 
continuous-time controller scheme are shown in 
Fig. 21. The latter shows faster vibration rejection 
wiU10ut input overshoots. Consequently, Ute con
tinuous time variant is likely to provide better per
fonnance for disturbed vibrations as well as for 
changing rotor dynamics due to different flight 
conditions. 
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6 Conclusions 

During U1e past few years ZFL has gathered a 
broad spectrum of me related data originating 
from flight and wind tunnel tests as well as from 
U1eoretical investigations. The potential of me to 
reduce helicopter noise and vibrations has been 
lately proven in an extensive flight test campaign. 
Remarkable levels of reductions were achieved for 
noise and vibrations simultaneously. 

Through dewiled theoretical investigations and pa
rameter studies of the HHC e!Tectiveness with re
spect to vibratory hub loads the ability to predict 
me. design parameters, i.e. required blade pitch 
authorities and actuation speed, has been improved. 
However, derniled prediction of active rotor control 
e!Tects must be based on detailed rotor data. 

lt was found that for an open-loop control scheme 
wiU1 gain-scheduled HHC inputs, the speed meas
urement accuracy is crucial for the controller's vi
bration reduction potential. This may cause some 
difficulties particularly at low fonvard speed. Ad
ditionally, two different closed-loop control struc
tures, both formulated in the freqnency domain, 
have been analyzed. Whereas both variants offer 
the same potential reduction levels, the continuous
time implementation tends to show better transient 
performance. 
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Figure 1: Experimental helicopter B0-105 S! with 
high authority IBC system during flight test. 
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Figure 2: Band limited sound pressure level vs. 
phase angle for single harmonic 2/rev control with 
A2 = I.Odeg (wind tunnel data, full-scale B0-105 
rotor, Jl = 0.15, aRo = 2.9deg). 
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Figure 3: Vertical rotor hub vibrations Tling, 
Umgh and Mlmgh vs. phase angle for single har
monic 2/rev control with A,= I.Odeg (wind tunnel 
data, full'scale B0-105 rotor, Jl = 0.15, 
ClRo = 2.9deg). 
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Figure 4: Band limited sound pressure level vs. 
phase angle for single harmonic 3/rev control with 
A3 = 0.5deg (wind tunnel data, full-scale B0-105 
rotor, J-1 = 0.15, ClRo = 2.9deg). 
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Figure 5: Vertical rotor hub vibrations Tlmg, 
Umglz and Mlmglz vs. phase angle for single har
monic 3/rev control with A3 = 0.5deg (wind tunnel 
data, full-scale B0-1 05 rotor, Jl = 0.15, 
ClRo = 2.9deg). 
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Figure 7: Comparison of demanded and measured 
flight condition data for landing approaches. 
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Figure 6: Test matrix of IBC flight test. 
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Figure 8: Rotor noise vs. phase angle for single 
harmonic 2/rev control with A2 = I.Odeg (flight test 
data, BO-l05 S 1, 11 = 0.15, y = -6dcg). 
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Figure 10: Rotor noise vs. phase angle for single 
harmonic 3/rev control with A, = 0.5deg (flight test 
data, B0-105 SI, 11 = 0.15, "(= -6deg). 
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Figure 9: Accelerations at main gearbox and 
co-pilot seat vs. phase angle for single harmonic 
2/rev control with A, = l.Odeg (flight test data, 
BO- 105 S I, 11 = 0.15, y = -6deg), 
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Figure 11: Accelerations at main gearbox and 
co-pilot seat vs. phase angle for single harmonic 
3/rev control with A, = 0.5deg (flight test data, 
B0-105 Sl, )l= 0.15, y= -6deg). 
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Figure 12: Definition of HHC effectiveness; this 
example: effect of 3/rev control input on 4/rev 
thrust force and roll moment response (wind tunnel 
data, full-scale B0-1 05 rotor, 11 = 0.3, 
aRo = -7.6deg), 
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Figure 13: Influence of LOCK number and hinge 
offset on 3/rev HHC effectiveness (CA.Iv!RAD/JA 
results). 
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Figure 14: Influence of LOCK number and hinge 
offset on 4/rev HHC effectiveness (CAivlRAD/JA 
results). 
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Figure 16: Effect of forward speed on HHC effec
tiveness for the B0-105 helicopter (CAMRAD/JA 
results). 
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Figure 19: Residual vibrations vs. forward speed 
for given speed measurement error (T-matrix 
identified from CAMRAD/JA results). 
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(b) Effectiveness on N/rev roll and pitch moment. 
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Figure 18: Vibration control structure used to investigate the effect of speed sensor 
inaccuracies on open-loop control fidelity. 
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Figure 20: Block diagrams of two different closed-loop vibration control architectures; 
(a) Discrete time implementation; 
(b) Continuous time implementation. 

(a) Discrete Time Controller (b) Continuous Time Controller 
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Figure 21: Simulated performance of two different vibration controllers (compare 
block diagrams in Fig. 20; discrete sample time for (a) set to Ts = I rev). 
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